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A chemical reaction is rather complex object in chemoinformatics because it involves several 
molecular species and which yield and other properties depend on experimental conditions. This 
complexity can be reduced in the framework of Condensed Graph of Reaction (CGR) approach [1] 
in which a reaction can be represented by one sole graph. In turn, a CGR can be encoded by 
ensemble of molecular descriptors which can be further used in any data analysis or modeling 
exercise.   
Here, the CGR methodology has been used for chemical space analysis and building 
predictive models for the reaction rate (lgk) of SN2 reactions in solution. A set of 4867 lgk values 
corresponding to 1394 reactions in 22 solvents and their mixtures in wide range of temperature has 
been carefully selected from the literature and manually curated. Then, the reactions were 
transformed into CGRs for which ISIDA fragment descriptors were generated.  
The data analysis has been performed with the help of Generative Topographic Mapping 
(GTM) algorithm representing reactions as data points projected on 2D map. Figure 1 shows that the 
obtained map well separates reactions involving neutral and anion nucleophiles. The map also 
allows to identify the areas populated by substrates with particular chemotypes. 
Predictive models were obtained using Support Vector Machine machine-learning method 
and a combination of ISIDA fragments [3], some solvent 
parameters [4] and inverse temperature as descriptors. 10 best 
individual models corresponding to different types of ISIDA 
descriptors and/or SVM kernels were selected in 10*5-fold 
cross validation and assembled in one consensus model. Its 
performance (RMSE=0.65 lgk units) is close to the 
experimental error of 0.5 lgk units. We also built several local 
models for different solvents and nucleophile types, most of 
which performed similarly to the global consensus model. 
However, relatively low performance has been achieved for the 
local model for SN2 reactions involving anion nucleophiles. 
This could be explained by formation in solution of ionic pairs, 
which implicitly is proved by variation of lgk with the 
nucleophile concentration observed experimentally for some 
reactions. 
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